SEARCHING for

SANCTUARY
FINDING A SECOND
CHANCE IN AN
UNLIKELY PLACE

SYNOPSIS

When a man
reaches his
breaking
point, he
gains hope
from an
unlikely
companion
while seeking
sanctuary in
a chapel.

A drama that shares the story of an
improbable relationship between an unlikely
felon, his pregnant girlfriend, and an
extraordinary janitor at a local chapel.
Joe is an everyday good guy who robs a
convenience store after being unjustly fired
from his job and learning that he and his
girlfriend Tess are pregnant with a child who will
have special needs.
After the robbery, Joe seeks refuge with his
backpack full of money at a nearby chapel.
There, he unexpectedly encounters Brian, a
pleasant-natured, mentally challenged janitor,
working the graveyard shift at the church.
Brian immediately connects with Joe and
wants to know more about him.
Despite Joe’s initial reluctance to open up, he
and Brian form a special bond. After several
heartfelt discussions, Joe ultimately confesses
his crime to Brian. Soon after, the policemen
swarm the parking lot of the chapel and Brian
desperately tries to help Joe escape. The
police interrogate Brian, setting him off into a
wild tantrum.

Joe hears the screams and comes to the
rescue of his new friend. After realizing Joe will
now be arrested, Brian’s behavior goes into
full-blown frenetic mode and he physically
checks a policemen to the ground. At the
height of the altercation, one of the policemen
mistakenly draws a gun in place of a taser and
fires. Joe steps in front of Brian and takes the
bullet. While he is rushed to the hospital, Brian
remains at the chapel, praying ceaselessly for
Joe and lighting every prayer candle.
The story then takes the audience into the near
future, where Brian ends up meeting Tess for
the first time when she visits the pregnancy aid
center where he volunteers. Tess is very near
her due date. Joe’s survival is unknown at this
point. After three more years, we learn not only
of Joe’s survival, but everything comes fullcircle with a return to the chapel where Joe
and Tess' baby is baptized and Brian is named
godfather.
Our story comes to a heartfelt end, with a
series of touching moments between baby
Annie, Joe, Tess, Brian...and a chocolate
doughnut.

PRODUCTION TEAM

v PRODUCTION TEAM

is an American film director and actor who tells powerful
stories with a purpose. He creates film that not only
moves an audience to watch good characters become
great...but film that challenges the viewer to do the
same. Gabriel’s unique approach to the screen
combines off-beat comedic twists with dramatic
moments that truly imitate the nature of life itself. He has
also developed an understanding that in order to create
great characters he must in turn live his own life as if he
were one of the heroes that he loves to write about. A
multi-talented personality with integrity…and character.
Gabe has directed over 6 seasons of Network Television
(Reconnecting Roots, The Joey+Rory Show), hundreds of
commercials, music videos and the feature film, (Heaven
Bound).

DIRECTOR

GABRIEL MCCAULEY

v PRODUCTION TEAM

is an actor and writer originally from the Pacific Northwest. He holds
an MFA in Acting from the University of Tennessee and BA in Theatre
from Western Washington University. He has been invited to the
prestigious John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in
Washington D.C. to work as an actor and writer. Steve first worked
with Gabe and Kelli on their award winning short film The Piano Love
Affair, which he penned.
His play Brian and Joe, which inspired Searching for Sanctuary, was
nationally recognized by the Kennedy Center and Northwest
Drama Conference, and received the Davey Marlin Jones Award
for Outstanding Production of a One-Act play. He was awarded a
fellowship to The Eugene O'Neill Theatre Center for their Playwright's
Conference where he took part in the development process of
plays by Rebecca Gilman, Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa and Deborah
Zoe-Laufer. His plays have been read and produced in Washington,
California, New York, Florida, Tennessee and Washington D.C. As an
actor he has performed professionally Off-Broadway, at regional
theaters, the Kennedy Center, and in numerous independent films
including a leading role in the feature film Placebo.
www.SteveMSherman.com

WRITER

STEVE SHERMAN

v PRODUCTION TEAM

mother and wife. Awoken by an incredibly talented
daughter and friendship influence from accomplished
artists and storytellers, she discovered a personal passion
for theater and film. A lover of all things planning and
logistics, she brings an incredible energy to the team. Her
Catholic faith attracts authentic stories of family and
grace. She believes in the power of positive messaging
and seeks projects that further that cause in all walks of
life. Kelli is most recently known for her work on The Piano
Love Affair and as a segment producer for
Reconnecting Roots, currently on PBS.

CHRIS COYNE

retired from the US Air Force after
27 years of service. He now happily makes his living closer to
home and family as President of Modeof8™ - a leadership
coaching and development enterprise - and Founder of
Tree Moment Engagements™ - a Catholic educational
outreach. In uniform, he held several positions in multimedia, including on camera talent for an innovative
distributed learning network. In 2014, he served as cochairman for the Medal of Honor Convention in Knoxville, TN
- welcoming the nation’s greatest heroes for their annual
reunion and community celebration. A blessed husband
and father, Chris, along with his wife Kelli, seek to champion
positive causes and value-centered works in their
involvement with the arts.

PRODUCERS

K E L L I C O Y N E is first and foremost, a loving

CHARACTERS

v PRIMARY CHARACTERS

TESS

BRIAN

First time criminal. Thinks of
himself as independent.
Tries to tell himself he
doesn't care, but he does.
Self-critical. He does not
know his direction and is
losing hope, which only
frustrates him more. Gruff,
with a good heart. Blue
collar with a soft side.
Late 20's to 30’s.

A nursing student from a
blue-collar family. She
wants to make things
work with Joe and the
baby, but feels she is
more determined than
Joe. She has been
through a lot and can get
through a lot. 20’s to 30’s.

A mentally handicapped
man working as a janitor
for a church. His disability
is noticeable. He is
intelligent and intuitive.
He loves positive sound &
touch and hates negative
sound & touch. A curious
man with lots of
personality. Child-like.
Easily excited, sensitive,
and emotionally fragile.
Late 20's to 30's.

"I'm a criminal, okay? What
I did...that's a felony."
Prototype:
Chris Pratt
Aaron Paul
Garrett Hedlund

"I thought we might be able
to keep the baby."
Prototype:
Jennifer Lawrence
Hayden Panettiere

"It's like we're playing
flashlight tag...but it's for
real."
Prototype:
Eddie Redmayne
RJ Mitte

CHARACTERS

JOE

vS U P P O R T I N G C H A R A C T E R S

DON

Tess' Mom. Blue collar.
Has had many hard
years. Wants the best for
Tess, but it feels like her
motives are selfish. 50's.

Joe's new, arrogant
boss. Sets strict rules.
Cares about his
business, not his
employees well being.
40's to early 50's.

“You will not ruin your life
for this guy. ”
Prototype:
Dale Dickey

“It's not my fault you
knocked up your
girlfriend.”
Prototype:
Michael Chiklis

RACHEL

CLERK

Young hipster, coworker
of Joe's. Kind, artsy. 20's.

Intimidating convenient
store clerk. 30's to 40's.

“I need to bartend at an
actual bar. ”

“Check the ground
outside, I'm sure you can
find a few cents."

Prototype:
Zooey Deschanel

CHARACTERS

TESS' MOM

PLOT SUMMARY

PLOT

Detailed
Summary of
the Plot…

Life presents a new reality for Joe and his
girlfriend Tess when they discover they are
pregnant with a baby likely to be born with
a disability. Joe gets fired by his new boss
Don, who accused him of over-serving
drinks to an inebriated customer, and this
sudden unemployment makes the young
couple's decision much more challenging.
They desperately want to keep their baby;
however, their stressful situation gives way to
more tension as the medical bills pile up.
Tess’s Mom shows up to urge her daughter
not to ruin her life for this guy.
Tess calls Joe while he is out late after jobhunting, and his phone dies. He heads into
a convenient store after selflessly giving
someone his last cigarette, and sits against
a fridge, rehydrating with a sports drink. As
he attempts to pay for the drink the clerk
harasses him for being a few cents short.
The clerk’s next (despicable) words trigger
Joe, who violently punches the clerk before
taking money out of the register, and
running. He escapes down the dimly lit
streets of Olympia, WA with bloody hands
and a backpack full of money slung over
his shoulder. Police cruisers fly down the
road behind him; sirens interrupting the

otherwise stillness of the night. Seeking a
temporary hideout, he enters a chapel
where he meets Brian, a mentally
challenged man working alone as an
overnight janitor.
Pursuing solitude and wishing to remain
undiscovered, Joe tries to shove Brian out
the door; unexpectedly, Brian throws an
alarming tantrum and Joe relents. Brian
attempts to connect with Joe…he dresses
and wraps his new friend's hand, and
nicknames him "Joe Montana,” after Joe
refuses to reveal his last name. As Joe
studies his new surroundings, the two walk
through the gathering space into the
kitchen to share some leftover pizza,
breaking tension by getting it all over their
faces. They spot the police outside,
interviewing a man. In an instant, the police
shine their light through the window,
narrowly missing Brian and Joe. The cops
leave and Brian leads Joe outside to enjoy
the rain. Here, the neighbor man
interviewed by the police, observes them.

Continued….

PLOT

Detailed
Summary of
the Plot…

Upon reentering the chapel, Brian lights a
candle for Joe, repeatedly calling him a
“good guy,” which frustrates Joe to the
point of confessing his crime. He throws the
backpack at Brian and money falls to the
floor, upsetting Brian. Now Joe wants to
leave. Before he goes, he lightens the
mood and discloses that his last name is
Simon. Brian explains his middle name is
Andrew, and that Andrew and Simon were
brothers in the Bible. Unknown to either of
them, the police swarm the chapel outside.
A megaphone announces their presence.
Believing Joe has taken Brian hostage, they
urge him to surrender. Brian tells Joe to take
a church van and escape. While Joe
disappears through the main church with
Brian’s keys, Brian opens the other door
where police stand with guns drawn. Their
interrogation of Brian sets off a wild tantrum
and he pushes one of the cops. Upon
hearing Brian's screams, Joe comes to the
rescue and confesses. Not willing to see his
friend be taken away, Brian interferes with
the arrest and checks one of the cops to
the ground. In the chaos, the young cop
mistakes his gun for his taser…and fires. Joe
maneuvers in front of Brian and takes the
bullet. Devastated, Brian cries as medics

take Joe out on a stretcher. In the moments
to follow, Tess stands by Joe who is
handcuffed to his hospital bed. Brian,
alone in the chapel, prays for Joe…all of
the candles are lit.
Time passes and the circle comes back
around, as Brian, volunteering at
pregnancy aid, meets Tess, who is close to
her delivery date.
A few years later, Joe and Tess’s little girl,
Annie, (born with Down's syndrome), gets
baptized in the church where everything
began; with Brian as her Godfather. The
couple is once again pregnant. After mass,
Brian walks home, getting a chocolate
doughnut all over his lips. Simultaneously,
Annie sits in her car seat, also making a
mess with a doughnut as Joe looks through
the rearview mirror, and admires his
daughter.

v F R O M S TA G E T O S C R E E N

Searching for
Sanctuary is
based on
the award
winning play
Brian and
Joe.

BRIAN AND JOE was written
and produced as Steve Sherman's senior
project at Western Washington University
and was invited to the Northwest Drama
Conference where it was awarded the
Davey Marlin Jones Award; a national
award for Outstanding Production of a
One-Act play. Steve was invited to the
John F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts in Washington D.C. for his
portrayal of Brian, and for his original
script. The Kennedy Center then
awarded Steve an a fellowship to the
Tony Award winning Eugene O'Neill
Theatre Center in Waterford, CT, where
Brian and Joe was read.
During the following years Brian and Joe
was performed in New York City and in
Los Angeles (directed by Rocco
Ambrosio) at the Catholic Athlete's for
Christ's annual retreat. After discussing
the script with athlete's such as Mike
Sweeney and Mike Piazza, and listening
to a talk by Jim Caviezel, Steve aspired
to write the feature film version.

Once the original draft was completed,
Steve spent three years of grad school at
the University of Tennessee where he
befriended Chris and Kelli Coyne, who
introduced Steve to director Gabe
McCauley of lilDRAGON. There was a
mutual interest in the types of stories they
wanted to tell. Stories that make a
difference. Stories about characters
becoming the best version of themselves.
After a number of readings and
discussions, the screenplay underwent
major changes to arrive at the place
Searching for Sanctuary is today.

v DISTRIBUTION PLAN

RECENT

F I L M S T O M O D E L A P L A N A F T E R ...

Whiplash was made for 3.3 million dollars, and featured two or three notable actors. After its debut
at the Sundance Film Festival, Sony Pictures purchased distribution rights for 3 million. It’s now
estimated to have grossed nearly 50 million worldwide, winning three Academy Awards and
receiving nominations for best picture and screenplay.
Similarly, Bella, which also featured well known actors, was made for 3.3 million. It gained
recognition after success at the Toronto Film Festival and grossed nearly triple its budget in the first
eight months after its release.

LIKE UNPLANNED

Searching For Sanctuary is a pro-life film that we hope changes the hearts of its viewers, so that all
life, particularly those who are special needs, are valued and deemed as worthy to share this world.
Likewise, both protagonists in the films, despite their imperfections, undergo an inspirational
transformation of mind and spirit.

WHO

IS OUR AUDIENCE?

Searching for Sanctuary will naturally draw comparisons to films like Rain Man and Of Mice & Men.
We think it will also attract audiences who appreciate independent films with pro-life messages like
Bella, underdog stories, and films about struggling romances between compelling characters.

v DISTRIBUTION PLAN

SOME

S T A T S A B O U T R E T U R N F R O M I N V E S T M E N T O N R E C E N T P R O L I F E F I L M S ...
(According to IMDB)
I N D E P E N D E N T P R O -L I F E F I L M S :
Unplanned: Estimated budget: 6 million; Estimated gross: 19 million and growing = + $13,000,000
Bella: Estimated budget: 3.3 million; Estimated gross: Over 12 million = + $8,700,000
October Baby: Estimated budget: 1 million; Estimated gross: 5.4 million = + $4,400,000

STUDIO FILMS

W I T H P R O -L I F E M E S S A G E S :
Juno: Estimated budget: 7.5 million; Estimated gross: 231.5 million = + $224,000,000
August Rush: Estimated budget: 30 million; Estimated gross: 66 million = + $36,000,000
Waitress: Estimated budget: 1.5 million; Estimated gross: 22 million = + $20,500,000

INDEPENDENT FILMS

THAT HAVE CHARACTERS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS:
Peanut Butter Falcon: Estimated budget: 6.2 million; Estimated gross already: Over 15 million = +
$8,800,000

STUDIO FILMS

THAT HAVE CHARACTERS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS:
Rain Man: Estimated budget: 25 million; Estimated gross: 355 million = + $330,000,000
I Am Sam: Est. budget: 22 million; Estimated gross: 98 million; = + $76,000,000

OUR GOAL:
Similar to October Baby, our goal is to produce this film for 1 million.

Stories That Give

v WHY

IN THE UNITED STATES IT IS ESTIMATED THAT 70% OF
BABIES ARE ABORTED WHEN DIAGNOSED WITH DOWN'S
SYNDROME FROM A PRENATAL SCREENING.
Studies have found that due to modern day prenatal screenings, as many as 70% of babies diagnosed with
Down's syndrome in the womb, are aborted. More babies diagnosed with other disabilities such as Spina bifida
are also frequently aborted. People of special needs like Brian, who is autistic, continuously bring joy to the rest
of us. It is our hope that this story changes the hearts of its viewers, so that all life, especially those who are
special needs, are valued and deemed as worthy to share this world with the rest of us.

